
 

 

Information Systems and Technology Internship - AI/ML Developer 

Duration:  3 Months  Location:   Cork, Ireland 

 
Summary 

Imagine what you could do here. At Apple, great ideas have a way of becoming great products, services, and 
customer experiences very quickly. Bring passion and dedication to your job and there's no telling what you 
could accomplish. Would you like to work in a fast-paced environment where your technical abilities will be 
challenged on a day-to-day basis? 

If so we are looking for a candidate who is passionate about technology to join Apple’s Information Systems & 
Technology (IS&T) division during the summer of 2022 on a 3 month internship. 

 
Description 

With over 180000 employees around the globe, our mission at Apple is to do the best work of our lives.  The 
future of work has us moving away from a physical office and tethered workflow where you are remotely on your 
desktop, laptop, or mobile device and advancing to a much more interactive experience through every digital 
channel. 

AI technology uses both machine learning and natural language understanding which allows the digital as-
sistant to self learn based on user input to make recommendations or proactive suggestions.  

How could we make use of a powerful personal digital assistants to automate some of these experiences/tasks 
that consume time to help users spend more time on tasks that can boost their skills and are more valuable to 
Apple.  

• You will work with a diverse, dynamic team in London, UK, and will be able to interact with teams globally 
including those based in Cupertino, CA. 

• You will be given the freedom to influence the project direction and requirements to make it your own. 

If this sounds like a challenge that you could rise to, then this could be the opportunity for you! 

Get experience.
And have an experience.



Technical & Functional 

We are seeking a hands-on, enthusiastic developer who 
is passionate about leveraging leading technology to 
further increase productivity.  The ideal candidate will be 
able to demonstrate an ability to think outside the box, 
and will have strong interpersonal skills. 

Experience of programming languages and technologies 
such as: 

• Proficiency in a programming language such as 
Python/C++/R/Java 

• Knowledge of Natural language Processing (NLP) 

• Knowledge of Machine Learning Frameworks & 
Algorithms 

• Knowledge of Keras or TensorFlow 

Can you thrive in creative, fast-paced, challenging 
environment, comfortable working with different teams 
across regions?

IT Development Program  

Once you complete your internship, high-performing interns 
will be eligible for full-time offers into Apple's Graduate Pro-
gram.  This is a rotational training program that offers a series 
of assignments within IS&T.  Upon completion of the Program, 
participants leverage their training in advanced roles within 
Apple IS&T. 

Applications 

This role is only available to students enrolled in their penul-
timate year of study, who will graduate and be available to 
begin full time employment in summer 2023.  

Closing date for applications is Friday 11th February 2022. 

Applications should be submitted online using the link 
below: 
 
https://jobs.apple.com/en-gb/details/200335135/information-
systems-and-technology-internship-ai-ml-developer?
team=CORSV 
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